Case Study

LECS®
Energy Control System
A Property Manager Realizes 23% Savings on Boiler & Lighting
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Solution Family - LECS® An Intelligent, Learning
Energy Control System for Boiler-Heated
Properties
Highlights
▪ LECS® Targets Multi-Family
Residential Properties

▪ Controls Energy Costs the
first day

▪ Provides phone based local
▪
▪

and remote control of
facility
Enables enterprise level
scheduling and monitoring
Provides enterprise level
maintenance and
diagnostics for all your
facilities

The current demands on multi-family
residential property managers require
them to look at all costs, including
operations,
to
reduce
overall
expenditures just to survive. Already at
work in facilities around the United
States, LECS® is a proven solution for
lowering energy consumption and bills
while placing the visibility of all your
locations in your hands with LECS®
Mobile.
The Solution Family LECS® (Learning
Energy Control Solution) was specifically
designed to meet the energy demands of
multi-family residential properties.
Challenge
Efficient, cost-effective heating system
operation is the key to maintaining
building profitability.
The cost of
replacing equipment in an attempt to
improve efficiency is not justifiable and
often does not produce the desired gains.
Property managers must find cost savings
by improving and optimizing existing
systems.
The Chicago multi-family residential
market is loaded with boiler-heated
building where the property owner is
responsible

both for maintaining municipal-required
apartment temperatures at different times of
the day as well as paying for all costs associated
with heating. Failure to maintain required
temperatures not only invites tenant
complaints, but can incur significant penalties
from the City.
For safety, the City of Chicago also mandates
that lighting be provided during nighttime
hours and failure to do so, even due to lights
being burned out, can incur financial penalties.
Cold winters, high gas prices and old,
mechanical timer-operated heating and
lighting systems were taking a toll on the
maintenance staff and the bottom line for
several properties for Novo Realty, a leading
property management company in Chicago.

The LECS® success led to Novo
installing LECS® throughout
their multi-family residential
buildings and offices
The Nova Realtor’s owner needed a more
reliable method to control energy use
throughout his properties. Timings for lighting
were often made to address daylight and nondaylight savings times so that maintenance
staff would not have to be bothered.
.
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The Nova’s Owner faced the need to control and manage a
variety of property locations while both onsite and
traveling. He faced constant phone calls throughout the
day for temperature control and equipment issues.

Temperature sensors were installed in key apartments as
well as on the supply and return steam pipes

Novo Realty needed a solution that would optimize boiler
usage, control lighting and simplify the duties of the
maintenance personnel all while keeping in compliance
with all municipal codes.

Within a day, LECS® had recorded a ten-degree average
temperature difference between the coldest and warmest
apartments, indicating that simply having a steamfitter
balance the system would likely provide significant savings
beyond what LECS® control savings.

Solution
The building owner selected Solution Family to automate
his boiler and lighting controls for a 42-unit, three-story
brick apartment building with the Learning Energy Control
System, or LECS®.
LECS® uses property-specific learning, combined with
traditional building system interfaces to intelligently control
and monitor existing boiler and lighting systems. This
applied intelligence provides not simply energy savings, but
also remote system monitoring and control at either a
building level or a property portfolio level while
automatically adhering to municipal requirements.
Installation of a system to control three two separate
lighting circuits, one for the courtyard of the building and
one for the back and second egress stairwells, and a single
large boiler took only a few hours and required no down
time. A LECS® control unit and Boiler Application Box were
placed near the boiler replacing a mechanical timer.
Lighting Application Boxes were installed near the lighting
circuit breakers, again replacing old mechanical timers.

Results

Solution Family provides general , conservative estimates
for boiler energy savings with LECS to be approximately
20%.
.Even

though initial estimates
suggested a 15% to 20% savings on
Boiler and lighting costs, Novo’s
owner discovered savings of over 23%
in the first month
By installing a LECS®, energy consumption was reduced by
23% in the first month of operation, plus it reduced the
need for maintenance personnel to continually adjust the
boiler operation schedule, indicated system imbalances
that, when corrected, could provide additional savings and
provided verifiable data that showed compliance with
municipal code.
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